OCTOBER 2020

• Live from Kilbourn Hall: Jazz and Contemporary Media Faculty Showcase

• Eastman Class of 1970, 50th Virtual Reunion

• Perspectives on Democracy: Ancient Historians and Political Thought

• Conversation with the Coach: Inside Rochester Football

• Warner School of Education: Understanding the Role of the Center for Urban Education Success

• Perspectives on Democracy: Reckoning with Civil Disobedience

• Bay Area Young Alumni Trivia Night

• Experience Rochester: The Time is Now: Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in Music

• Experience Rochester, The US Labor Market and the COVID-19 Crisis:
  - Difficult Conversations as a Catalyst for Change: Dr. Eric Michael Dyson
  - School of Medicine and Dentistry: State of the School with Mark Taubman

• Experience Rochester, American Democracy and the 2020 Election
  - School of Medicine and Dentistry: Women in Medicine

• Experience Rochester, Voices of Our Leaders
  - Virtual Reunion Activities
  - Rochester Traditions
  - Gay Liberation Front & Pride Network's 50th Anniversary
  - Especially for Students: Rocky's 12-Hour Relay Race

• Especially for Students: Glow Golf

• School of Medicine and Dentistry: Women in Medicine

• Golisano Children’s Hospital Gala

• Comfy for a Cause close